
Optimizing Your 
Coach Profile



These are the questions that go through their
mind when making this decision:

1. Do I resonate with this coach / tutor?
2. Does this coach / tutor understand my challenges?
3. Does this coach / tutor specialize in this are?
4. Do I feel that they can help me?

“When people look at your coach / tutor headline & 
profile, they decide whether you’re worth connecting 

with in several seconds.”



Step 1: Who Do You Serve?

The first step in developing a clear message in your profile, is to decide who you want to serve.  Often, you 
will have a desire to help or serve a certain group of people.  For some it is women in business, for others it 
is millennials, recovering addicts, parents, or people struggling in their relationships, and you will usually 
feel a calling to these people because of your own passions or parallels to your own personal experiences.  
Look at the experiences in your life that have shaped you and or think about which people really energise
you, as these can give clues to who you feel passionate about serving.

The biggest mistake coaches / tutors make is to think that the more open or general their offering is, the 
more potential clients they will get.  This is simply not true!  The more specific you are about who you want 
to serve, the more powerfully your message will “speak” to those people.  

Once you have clarified who you want to serve, you will better understand what problems they face, 
where they struggle and how you can help them.

“Whomever you feel called to serve, pay attention to that call.” 



Step 2: Understand Their Challenges

Clearly state these problems and explain how your coaching / tutoring can help…

“I help individuals over 50 to redefine their purpose. If you are retired or approaching retirement but don’t feel “spent” 
then I can help you discover your second career so that you can re-fire your life.” ~ Lynda Smith, Retirement Coach

“ I help kids who struggle with math find the fun in it and excel.” Joe Brown, Math Tutor

Look at your own life experiences, particularly the ones that have shaped you, how do these relate to the 
challenges and problems you want to help people solve? By connecting your own experiences and 
learnings, and sharing these stories, you will help your target clients relate to you.

Once you know clearly who you want to serve, think deeply about some of the most important challenges, 
struggles or problems that they tend to face.  

If you are not sure, then ask them.  By asking your “target clients” they will also help you to language 
these problems in “real world” language, rather than “coach / tutor speak”.  Here are some questions you 
could ask them.

• What are some of your biggest challenges or problems?
• What do you struggle with?
• If you could solve any of your problems, which would it be?



Putting It Together

When members search for a 
coach / tutor, the very first thing 
that they will see in the search 
results, will be your profile 
picture, name and headline.  
Make sure you put in the effort to 
take a professional and impactful 
profile picture.  

Your headline should capture 
your coaching / tutoring niche’ 
very clearly.  So take time playing 
around with the wording, ask 
others to give input and feedback 
as to how explanatory it is.

The Simple Truth

If your profile picture has impact and looks 
professional, and your headline clearly 

communicates your coaching / tutoring 
niche’, you will have a far higher chance of 
your target clients clicking through to your 

profile.  If not, you will be overlooked. 



Step 3: Profile Picture

If you don’t have a profile picture, members will assume your profile is inactive.

• Make sure your face is easily visible
• Use soft light to avoid high contrast between highlights and shadows
• Use contrasting colours to add impact
• Keep the background simple
• Smile



Headline

The biggest mistake most people make is the lack of specificity in their headline. Your 
headline must clearly capture your coaching / tutoring niche’. If they don’t know what your 
niche’ is, they won’t know how you can help them. 
If you can’t state your coaching / tutoring proposition in your headline, then perhaps you 
yourself, are not clear on what your niche’ is.
Ask yourself, if a member was explaining my coaching / tutoring to another person, what 
would they say?  And how could they capture it in one line? 

These headlines immediately tell members how you can help them



Step 4: Background & Experience

If you have done a good job with your profile picture and headline, then chances are, your 
target client has clicked through to your profile.  

Your profile must expand on your headline while remaining consistent with it.  If your profile 
lacks consistency with your headline, is vague, unclear or hard to relate to, it will not have 
the desired impact.  

Remember, the goal is not to be all things to all people, but to understand 
who you are here to serve, and then serve them well.



Section One of Your Profile:
Here you should explain who you serve and exactly how you can help them. Your coaching/ 
tutoring must address the relevant problems these people face.  State the problem and 
explain how you can help them. Use real world language rather than “coach / tutor speak”, 
so that members can relate. 

“I help individuals over 50 to redefine their 
purpose. If you are retired or approaching 

retirement but don’t feel “spent” then I can help 
you discover your second career  so that you 

can re-fire your life.” ~ Lynda Smith, Retirement 
Coach

Section Two:
Here you want to briefly tell members about the qualifications and experience that you 
have, validating expertise and why you are equipped to help them.  Remember, this is not 
about you and your achievements and members are not interested in reams of listed 
credentials.  All they want to know is, “Am I in safe hands, and does this person have the 
expertise to help me.  List only relevant credentials.

“I have a diploma in coaching, and I am a certified Gallup Strengths Coach.  For the past 10 
years I have worked with “stay at home mothers” who want to  start something of their own, 
as well  as working with millennials to help them find  work environments that allow them to 

thrive.”  ~ Taryn Elkinton, Mom & Millennial Strengths Coach

“

I help kids who struggle with math find the fun 
in it and excel.” Joe Brown, Math Tutor



Step 5: Coaching Philosophy

If the Background & Experience sections 
speaks to their head, then this part 
speaks to their heart.  Here you want to 
share some of your deeply held believes 
about your coaching or tutoring niche’ or 
life in general – keep these relevant.  This 
is important because you want to attract 
members who resonate with you. 

“The goal is not to do business with 
people who need what you have, but 

people who believe what you believe.” 
~ Simon Sinek

And by this he doesn’t mean rigid or 
unresourceful beliefs, but rather that they 
have similar philosophies.  

“I believe that life is all about purpose and meaning, 

and it is the meaning that we attach to situations that 

determines how we are going to respond to them. These 

decisions or choices about what we are going to do, 

sometimes lead to positive results in our life, but 

sometimes they cause us to get stuck in a shrinking 

pattern. When you understand these patterns and have 

the right strategies and tools, you can easily break free 

from them and live a powerful and purposeful life. This 

passion and belief is at the core of every coaching 

session that I facilitate.” ~ Jason Green, Strengths 

Coach, NLP Master Practitioner


